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About This Game
The era of bland, uneventful sims is over. Derail Valley is a train simulator focused on immersion, career gameplay and player
freedom. Operate controls with your own hands, go anywhere, choose jobs and deliver a variety of cargo between industries in a
vast open world!

Shunt or haul dozens of cargo types modeled after a realistic industry chain, spread across 256 km². Use the hard earned money
to unlock licenses, refuel and service locomotives, or even buy new ones! Beware, trains can derail spectacularly if driven
recklessly.
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Derail Valley is developed by a small team, with full VR and nonVR support and represents a major upgrade to the awardwinning 2016 prototype.
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Title: Derail Valley
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Altfuture
Publisher:
Altfuture
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 64-bit
Processor: Intel i5-7500 or equivalent, SSE4 support
Memory: 12 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GTX 760 (VR: GTX 1070)
Storage: 12 GB available space
Additional Notes: Best experienced in VR (Vive, Rift, WMR)

English
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derail valley xbox one. derail valley igg. derail valley passenger cars. derail valley commands. derail valley how to play. derail
valley trainer. derail valley bob's garage. derail valley fan. derail valley demo download. derail valley how to load cars. derail
valley forum. derail valley reset game. derail valley lost shovel. derail valley map. how to play derail valley without vr. derail
valley drop item. derail valley derailed. derail valley youtube. derail valley old bob's garage key. derail valley mods. derail valley
indir. derail valley keyboard commands. derail valley build. derail valley console. derail valley gameplay pc. derail valley
locomotives. derail valley diesel. derail valley early access. derail valley all trains. derail valley ps4. derail valley community
unlocks. derail valley tutorial. derail valley bob's garage location. derail valley gameplay. derail valley turn train around. derail
valley no vr. derail valley cheats. derail valley roadmap
This game (like Ant War) I played like many others, when I was much younger. It used crystals instead of gold back then. I
decided to play the Prince.
55% Peasants + 45% Monks
Soldier: "Sir, the goblins are attacking."
Me: "Just retreat. We need a bigger castle to defend with."
Level 36 Soldier: "Sir, the elves and their ogre thralls are attacking and wiping our our militia! Our castle is as upgraded as it
will become!"
Me: "Just retreat. We need more men."
Level 36 Soldier: "But Sir, we'll lose over 100 good men!"
Me: "I said retreat."
Level 100 Soldier: "Sir, our land is ripe with plague and we're being attacked by all the tribes. We're losing thousands of men!"
Me: "Tis is fine, just retreat, we shall have 1.5 million men shortly."
Level 101 Soldier: "Sir, we have 1.5 million men now, what do we do?"
Me: "Hmm? We already won soldier, there's no need to move from our comfy hill here nor is there a need to attack the other
clans, 1.5million men is all we needed."
11\/10, would level up every day after level 36 and mass recruit villagers into my kingdom to be slaughtered and die of disease
while putting up no defenses or soldiers on the walls again. Much Value, Such Replay. Buy this game when it's on sale or you're
an idiot. MWHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAAHA *Cough cough* HAHAHAHAHA *Coughing worse than a smoker*
HAHAHAHAHAAHA. You can Marry Nep!. It is very enjoyable to play and the only reason that a lot dont recommend it is
beacuse its not a open world game. It is still a very fun shooter that I highly recommend.. VRMMO is probably one of the most
anticipated game genres in the VR space. A game claiming to be the \u201cthe first VRMMO\u201d out on the market would
get a lot of attention. This game sure has grabbed a lot of people\u2019s attention.
I experienced many issues with this game within the first few minutes of playing. Most notable was the server\u2019s issues.
Within the first few minutes, I was having issues connecting to the servers. I got the game when it launched, so there was
probably a decent amount of traffic. No big deal. I had a few issues when trying to level up characters. I would have issues
where enemies were disappearing and dealing damage to me from a place out of their range. I had an issue dealing with damage
to my enemies. My attacks weren\u2019t registering. When playing as a warrior I would have enemies hitting me through my
shield when I was trying to defend myself. The locomotion for the game didn\u2019t feel right. I couldn\u2019t tell you what
was off about it.
I had no specific issues in leveling up any of my characters. However, you have to do a lot of grinding. In a lot of MMOs, you
need to grind, but this game just takes it to the next level. Having to do this much grinding takes away from the overall
experience of the game and makes it dull and boring. I would like to mention that all the classes are not optimized.
The graphics used in the game are not good. I understand using graphics like this is less taxing on the user\u2019s hardware and
means less optimization and work needed to put into the code, but it\u2019s just not good. It looks like one of the packs you can
get from the unity program and didn\u2019t do anything else to it.
Overall, I find it hard to recommend this game. The game doesn\u2019t feel like it should be out of beta. There are countless
issues with the game. It\u2019s nice to see the developers constantly updating the game. That does show a lot of promise for the
game, and hopefully, they can get it to a playable state. The game feels very rushed. I would assume getting the title of
\u201cthe first VRMMO\u201d was really important to them. This game does nothing right. No box is checked off for me. This
game definitely doesn\u2019t deserve the $40 price tag. I think the only thing that is decent about this game is the community.
For the most part, the players are very helpful and kind. With that said, there are a good number of players that like to scream
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into their mics, but that\u2019s why there\u2019s a mute button in the game.
. Well I don't know what happened to the Farm Frenzy games over the years. They were great to start out with, fun cartoony
graphics, fast-paced play and challenging levels. Then they got really hard but still enjoyable (All the FF3 varients). Then came
the latest ones, FF:Hurricane Season and their ilk - really a blast to play and not too hard but still a bit of a challenge.
With FF4 I don't know what the heck happened! The graphics are awful, the animals barely even move around, the machines
are not upgradable, the cat meows incessantly and the game play is SLOOOOOOOW. The story is disjointed and the main
character looks nothing like the original character. It's like the developers lost any ability to program the basic things they had
been doing before. Are they trying to make the animals more realistic? Well they look unformed or something. I sure wish they
had left well enough alone. Oh well, I am still going to play it and I guess I'll recommend it if you can get it really cheap (about
$2 or so), but it's sad that the franchise has gone so far down hill.
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The game is pretty good! The playstyle the story and the animation. The game is not so bad but i just wish that there were at
least a bonus.. first time with VR
unfortunately, I'm week in motion sickness & that makes me hard to play this game
similar when played Talos principle, i can't play over 2 hours continuing that stuff.
(maybe I'm so UGLY one that i knew motion sickness get more with VR & that makes killing me)

but think this game's ganre is good with VR, like escape the room.
not hard to play -> easy to learn using VR
finding object & using it, finging goal. clear subject makes this game so simple. those can make or play with VR easier

maybe I can't play this game long time, but fortunately it's not long like Talos principle,
and maybe this game have not special with story like Talos principle(philosophy one that makes me play Talos principle with
endure pain)
but is's not bad game considering my first vr game... next will be more. Great arcade VR title that is casual to play yet offers that
slight challenge that makes it addictive and fun.
Fly your wings through each level dodging the obstacles in your path while also collecting fuel to stop yourself from crashing
down. Simultaneously try to collect the coins to earn yourself higher grade medals which unlock different novelty wings and
skins (Dragons, Brooms, Drones, UFOs etc.). The levels are randomly generated which offers the challenge by putting your
reflexes to the test and each world provides new environments, obstacles, soundtracks, and day and night cycles. (Worlds: Country,
Snow, Sea, Desert, Cavern, City, Volcano, Toy, Space). There is also the option to fly in 1st or 3rd person mode which can be
activated via controller during gameplay.
After the campaign there is the added bonus of blitz mode which is practically a new game itself. Set in WW2 in a vintage black
and white atmosphere you must use new controls to shoot down enemy planes to gain fuel for as long as you can.
You're rewarded once again after blitz mode with the added bonus of endless mode (I love this one). This mode features all the
campaign world levels in an infinite cycle but as you progress dodging obstacles the speed increases infinitely also, making it
become hectic really quick. The tempo of the soundtrack also increases with the speed which adds to the fun!
Overall great value with lots of detail and rewards for gameplay!. Clunky controls? Clunky controls.
I tried to get into it, and i still intend to, but as of now i just cant get around the fact that the diagonal movements barely work. At
best, diagnal is a slight incline\/decline. Very awkard to move in other areas as well. Hopefully there will be a control update to
help. I still wanna play. Way, way, way back this takes me! Playing this revives feelings of playing chrono trigger and final
fantasy back on the snes. Damn, those were good times. But the writing is way more unique than those loveable old japanese RPG.
This feels fresh, and I donno, more tailored to a western audiences tastes. I also feel like there is even some reference to the old
sierra online games (Leisure Suit Larry, anyone?!)... maybe I read to much into these things? Cool game!. I flew 1 thousand feet in
the air as a little school girl. 10\/10. fantastic VR microscope. Great sense of scale. New world with a nice backstory 8\/10
Deathwish just like Dark Souls 10\/10
Smug dancing 11\/10. Plays like the budget version of Super Meat Boy.
Version 1.1.1 Released:
Alpha Version 1.1.1 is released! Some things of note that were changed in this release:
* Added skeletons, necromancers and goblins, which attack randomly at night
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* Added Axedwarves which can be hired
* Added the stock market and basic changes to stock
* Added a lose condition (when stock falls to zero)
* Added attack animations
* Game uses about 50% less memory now
* Game reports crashes to AppData/Roaming/DwarfCorp/Logging now
* Fixed various concurrency-related crashes
* Fixed various resource-collection related crashes. Note to non-US players unable to purchase DwarfCorp:
We are currently trying to resolve this issue. Apparently, users outside of the US have been unable to download DwarfCorp from
Steam. We apologize for the confusion and are working on the issue with Valve.
In the meantime, you can purchase DwarfCorp at our itch.io page. From there, you can get a Steam key which will work for you:
https://completelyfairgames.itch.io/dwarfcorp. Version 1.1.2 Released:
Alpha Version 1.1.2 Released! In this version, we focused on making rooms and crafting work! Here are the details:
* Dwarves now have "happiness" Several things can make them happy or unhappy. Unhappy dwarves refuse to work.
* Added craftsdwarves and wizards!
* Dwarves now go and sit in the common room and talk/eat
* Craftsdwarves can build bear traps and lamps in the workshop
* Dwarves can now create mushroom farms and wheat farms
* Dwarves can farm in mushroom/wheat farms to create edible plants there.
* Wizards can't do anything yet. Some classes lack swimming/sleeping animations.
* Mushrooms/wheat now grow wildly and can be harvested
* When all dwarves are asleep, the game skips to daytime
* Dwarves are better at sensing and responding to threats
* Many room building enhancements and bug fixes
* There is now a minimum size for rooms
* Rooms can no longer intersect
* Rooms can be destroyed by right clicking when the build tool is enabled
* Rooms have a minimum size now
* Rooms can no longer be built when resources are not available
* Some rooms can only be built belowground (mushroom farms, common rooms, bedrooms etc.). Others can only be built
aboveground.
* Only crafstdwarves can build rooms, walls, and items now
* Simple debug worlds have been added in addition to the flat world (cliffs, hills, and ocean world).
* Dwarves can attack and kill deer and birds now. They do not drop anything yet.
* When buying and selling items, there is now a small shipping cost per good bought/sold. This prevents mass buying of cheap items
like dirt or stone.
* New build GUI
* New fonts
* Options screen accessible from the main game now
* Fixed some GUI bugs (particularly with scroll wheel)
* Some GUI elements can now be resized/moved
* Got rid of the up/down slider, replaced with tasteful buttons
* Tips are now shown on the loading menu
* The Customization menu has been removed for now because our asset management system has changed.
* The player can no longer set the chunk size or world size
* Dwarves can no longer fall off the edge of the world
* Fixed several game-breaking crash bugs
* Dwarves can no longer mine bedrock
* Dwarves can no longer mine rooms
* Guarding actually works now (kind of)
* Guarding is interrupted by fighting, sleeping, or hunger
* Dwarves sleeping is now entirely controlled by the time of day.
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* Monsters spawn more consistently (every four hours, instead of randomly)
* Number of random names/nouns/adjectives/adverbs drastically increased
* There are now female dwarves. They look the same as male dwarves.
* Names are randomly drawn from the 2010 US census. We think this is hilarious, so we're keeping it.
* The game currency is no longer US dollars, but Dwarfbux
* The player starts the game with 300 Dwarfbux now
* The player starts the game with one craftsdwarf and one axedwarf now
* Balloon port initialization improved.

. Version 18.10.01:
Hi all, we just pushed a new version 18.10.01. This version is (hopefully) compatible with previous saves, but your mileage may
vary with older saves at this point. As usual we made some bug fixes and added a couple of new features. This is the last version
before feature freeze. What that means is from now on we will not be adding new features until well after release, and instead
will be focusing on critical bugfixes and balance tweaks (and a bit of tutorial cleanup).

Hell. Version 18.09.16:
Hi everybody, we just posted a new version 18.09.16 to itch and Steam. This version contains mostly bugfixes, though there are a
couple of new features. We’re stilling working on wrapping up development before we leave Early Access on October 31st.
Palisades. DwarfCorp Hold your butts, it's an unstable update.:
First off in this update, we got some prettier overworld rendering.

Here's what the smallest possible world looks like.

That gargantuan world in the center can take a while to load the first time, so it's not recommended for new players.
Also in this update we got:

Bug fixes of all kinds.
New bugs.
More bug fixes.
Performance improvements (substantial)
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Performance improvements (minor)
100% of your daily recommended amount of dorf.
The new shared overworld stuff is coming together. Right now, that means if you piss off a faction in one colony, and
load another colony on that same overworld...
We made a massive payment against some tech debt that will finally, after two months of refactoring, allow us to proceed
with some of the things planned for the overworld.
Found (and fixed!) a problem with the build process that caused old content files to be included with the game. Because of
the moddable data-driven nature of the game, it went ahead and loaded them. Oops. The problem persists for Linux 64, but
is fixed on Windows, Mac, and Linux 32.
. 17.12.02:
We just pushed a new version of DwarfCorp to Steam and itch.io. After taking a break for Thanksgiving, we decided to roll out a
few new features which have been in testing. Bear with us because new features can often mean new undiscovered bugs!
Bugfixes:. New Version 18.04.28:
Hello, we’ve just posted a new version to Steam and itch.io. This version again focuses on bugs and performance improvements.
Saves with this version are compatible with saves from the previous version.

Changes:
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